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This week   under the pseudonym Winston Smith, who leaked data to former

journalist and recent political candidate Liz Gunn, caused an international sensation. A data set of four million vaccination

records was brie�y available for download and scrutiny from vaccine critic Steve Kirsch’s site. Many of you have no doubt

watched the hour long interview by Liz Gunn by now. Kirsch independently promised his readers that international statistics

experts would be publishing analysis of the data shortly.

an interview with a Ministry of Health employee
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The Wasabi site hosting the data for download acted rapidly to cancel Steve Kirsch’s account, and YouTube took down the

video within minutes (it is still up on Rumble). The Ministry of Health issued a statement, 

, labelling the leak as misinformation. They announced that they had sacked the whistleblower and called in the police.

widely reported in the New Zealand

press

Dr. Shane Reti, our newly appointed Minister of Health, issued a statement:

So the government feels that we should all be reassured by unnamed experts who say there is nothing to see here without

discussing any speci�c points in the data leak. If you have been reading our reports   and  , you will know that there is

a great deal of evidence published in reputable journals, including from New Zealand, indicating vaccine harm. As a result, we

have consistently called for the release of data comparing health outcomes of vaccinated and unvaccinated, but access was

consistently denied by the previous government.

here here

“There are many conspiracy theorists out there who unfortunately disseminate harmful disinformation, however, as Minister

and as a physician, the public can and should continue to have con�dence in vaccines. I am reassured by experts con�rming

that there is no evidence supporting the allegations that have been made.”
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If health data shows that there is no harm from Covid vaccines why would the government deny access to the relevant data?

In fact, more than two years ago the government granted unfettered access to New Zealand Covid vaccine health data to

vaccinologist Dr. Petousis-Harris Co-Director of the Global Vaccine Data Network. She promised to publish data on vaccine

safety within months but has published no results since, and has publicly stated that she will not be getting another Covid

vaccine. So what do you make of that?

Last week the relative of a friend phoned them with some bad news from Australia. They had been diagnosed with

pericarditis.   they said   The specialist told

them it was  ,   responded the patient.  , said

the doctor, 

“Don’t worry,” “I have seen a specialist and I should be able to come through it OK”.

“due to a prior Covid infection” “but I haven’t had Covid, I’ve had the vaccine” “Ah”

“you must have had Covid, it can’t be due to the vaccine.”

You get the picture don’t you? Pericarditis is a recognised adverse effect of mRNA Covid vaccination but medical experts are

telling patients it can’t happen. I wonder what our experts are telling Dr. Shane Reti? It is   time at medical

kindergarten. Can Dr Reti show us the full data or is he going to continue with the absurd and dictatorial 

 lie of the last administration?

‘show and tell’

‘one podium of

truth’

It now appears the incoming government is also going to tell us to look the other way.
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Respected mathematician Igor Chudov, who regularly analyses vaccine data and raises serious concerns about vaccine

safety, downloaded the whole leaked data set of four million records and has now published some concerns on Substack

under the title: 

, others have also raised concerns.

“I analyzed the “Leaked NZ Whistleblower Data” and Suggest to Be Wary of It. Bad Data and Inconsistent

Story“

Clearly the collection of vaccination data by the Ministry of Health has been a little haphazard and contains inconsistencies.

There have been indications of this in earlier data, but in general the records leaked stand as authentic if incomplete.

Statistically speaking, the main problem is the lack of su�cient data to make exact assessments of safety. In other words, a

comparison of health outcomes between the vaccinated and the unvaccinated will be necessary. Precisely the data the

Ministry of Health has refused to release. Unfortunately, the whistleblower only had access to data from the vaccinated.

That doesn’t mean the data leak is invalid, a conspiracy theory, or irrelevant. There were some very real and concerning

questions raised which need answers. The reaction of the Ministry of Health and the Minister actually points to a conspiracy

of silence on their part, not to the whistleblower. We do have   in New Zealand. It states

that:

whistleblower protection legislation

“An employee can make a protected disclosure (sometimes called ‘whistle blowing’) when they report serious wrongdoing in

the workplace that they reasonably believe is true or likely to be true.”

The whistleblower was reportedly a computer systems programmer at the Ministry of Health who designed the computer

payment system for vaccine providers. In the video he appeared visibly distressed by the rate of deaths among those who

had received vaccinations. There were a number of charts displayed showing for example that some South Island

vaccination sites had been disproportionately affected by deaths subsequent to vaccination. It was immediately clear from

the names of the providers that these sites serviced the elderly, an obvious and unfortunate data bias which has garnered

some criticisms.

More on the data leak

https://hatchardreport.com/what-the-whistleblower-data-tells-us-about-the-new-zealand-ministry-of-health/
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The whistleblower was in the position that many people holding positions of responsibility in New Zealand now �nd

themselves. We believe he acted responsibly because he disclosed very concerning information that the Ministry of Health

has been withholding from public view.

We have   and   which are continuing long past the peaks of

Covid infection yet virtually no one among the media, the medical profession, and the government wants to talk about it.

Instead, they are conspiring (yes, I do mean to use the term and don’t do so lightly) to hide the �gures that will demonstrate

the exact extent of COVID-19 vaccine harm.

unprecedented record high rates of excess deaths hospitalisation

This is all the more concerning since a rapidly growing number of recently published scienti�c papers we have been regularly

reporting are pointing to a wide range of long term mRNA Covid harms including 

  ,   and  .

heart disease and immune

de�ciency, cancers strokes mental illness

The message that most resonated with me during the interview was the heartfelt plea from the whistleblower for others to

speak up. I encourage all those with inside knowledge to speak up if you haven’t already done so. We can’t continue with the

disastrous censorship of health information enforced by the previous government. 

.

The health and longevity of the whole

population is at stake

Dr. Guy Hatchard
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